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"This course has shown me that there are ways to
develop high-level thinking on topics with young

students. We need to dig deeper into ourselves, the
people around us and the issues in order to truly make

sustainable change." —Lucy T, ISKL

Dates: October 25 - December 12
Fee: USD $379

Systems Change for a
Sustainable World

LEVEL 2 ONLINE COURSE

Becoming a Change Maker in Your Community
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This is a seven-week cohort-based, (mostly)
asynchronous, facilitator guided course, using both
independent and collaborative learning methods.
Participants will explore the challenges and means of
integrating sustainability values, principles and
practice into education. Systems thinking tools and
methods will be demonstrated and participants will
have the opportunity to explore their practical
application within their own subject disciplines and as
agents of change for school transformation.

Analyze their community as a system.
Learn a structured process they can use to
make sustainable systems change.
Gain new tools for their systems thinking
toolbox.
Connect with a global cohort of like-minded
educators working as agents of sustainable
change.
Explore real-world examples of tools in action
from Compass Educators around the world.
Receive personalized feedback to support their
learning.
Create an action plan for initiating systemic
change in their community.

A deeper understanding of systems, systemic
change, and systems thinking.
A step-by-step process for making systemic
change in your community.
 An array of useful strategies for change-making.
New systems tools that can be used to support
powerful student learning.
An action plan for bringing systems change to
your community.
A global professional network of educators
working towards greater sustainability.
Qualification to apply for Compass Education
Level 2 “Compass Educator” Certification which
can lead towards certification as a Compass
Trainer.

"Anyone interested in 21st Century leadership, current practice, and approaches to teaching and learning
is highly recommended to complete this course. Once you learn to see the simplicity of complexity in and

around your daily life and interactions, you will be surprised at all the things you begin to recognise
where you can make a difference, for the students in your care and beyond. " 

—Elaine, International School of Phnom Penh

"EVERY educator and administrator should be aware of the Compass model and the systems thinking
that underpins it; our ability to send students out into the world after educating them from this

perspective would be literally earth-changing!"
—Suji D, International School of Kuala Lumpur

Educators who have completed Compass Education
Level 1 "Compass Practitioner" course and want to
learn more about how to create systems change in
their community.
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